How Many Pizzas do you need to feed a Stadium of Fans?

Clemson Football Head Coach, Dabo Swinney, offered to open up Clemson football
stadium “Death Valley” and throw a "poll party" with pizza for everyone if Clemson
makes the College Football Playoffs in the last poll of the season. The "poll" the coach is
referring to is similar to polls in politics. A panel of coaches vote for the top four teams
in college football to see who goes on to play for the national championship.
How many pizzas will it take to feed everyone in the stadium? How much will it cost to
feed everyone in the stadium? How long would it take to make all those pizzas?
Make your best quick guess here for each of the questions above:
How many pizzas will it take to feed everyone in the stadium? __________________
How much will it cost to feed everyone in the stadium? ____________________
How long would it take to make all those pizzas? ______________________

Act Two: What information would be useful? Your class should have had a brief
discussion on what info would be useful for answering these questions. Here is some
useful information:
Death Valley seats about 81,500 people.
It takes on average 15 to 20 minutes to cook a pizza. Most pizza places are able to cook
many pizzas at the same time in multiple large ovens. We found at least ten different
pizza places either on or very close to Clemson’s campus.
Here are pizza sizes and prices from Peppino’s Pizzeria at Clemson University.
NEOPOLITAN/THIN CRUST

SICILIAN/THICK CRUST

Small Pizza-12"..... $9.90
Medium Pizza-14"..... $11.95
Large Pizza-16"..... $13.99
Extra Large Pizza-18"..... $15.95

Small Pizza-12"x9"..... $9.75
Large Pizza-16"x16"..... $14.95
Pizza Bianca-Ricotta, parmigiana & mozzarella
Same prices as the Neopolitan/Thin Crust

ALL DAY PIZZA SPECIALS
2 TOPPINGS

4 TOPPINGS

12" Pizza..... $11.60
14" Pizza..... $13.70
16" Pizza..... $16.25
18" Pizza..... $17.70

12" Pizza..... $14.70
14" Pizza..... $16.65
16" Pizza..... $18.75
18" Pizza..... $20.25

Show your reasoning and work below. Make an estimate for the number of pizzas needed and the
cost to but the pizzas. Also, consider how long it would take to cook all of the pizzas.

Extension: What should the tip be for this pizza purchase?
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